Subject: OpenVZ Container doesn't start all processes.
Posted by hermannf on Sat, 07 Feb 2015 07:38:43 GMT

I have with my OpenVZ Ubuntu container 12.04 2.6.32-042stab102.9 x86_64 x86_64 quite the similar problem how is described in Bug Report 3175. If I boot the container, only 5 processes are starting automatically, but I can start all other processes manually. The problem is appearing after about 1 month runtime of the container. I reinstalled the container now twice. First with Ubuntu 14.04 then with Ubuntu 12.04. Is there a way to fix the problem inside the container?

Subject: Re: OpenVZ Container doesn't start all processes.
Posted by Paparaciz on Thu, 12 Feb 2015 19:42:24 GMT

bug #3175 was marked as duplicate of #2647.
in bug #2647 resolution was to update templates.

are you using latest templates?

Subject: Re: OpenVZ Container doesn't start all processes.
Posted by hermannf on Fri, 20 Feb 2015 04:47:16 GMT

Hi
The Support from ServerMania told me the have installed the Ubuntu 12.04.5 LTS template from 8 August 2014.
Is this template affected from the bug?

Subject: Re: OpenVZ Container doesn't start all processes.
Posted by Paparaciz on Fri, 20 Feb 2015 16:36:53 GMT

I don't know.
I know that there is this templates
ubuntu-12.04-x86.tar.gz08-Jan-2015 06:09 123M
ubuntu-12.04-x86_64.tar.gz08-Jan-2015 06:11 125M

you should verify if this is affected.
and if it reproduces with this updated template then fill a bug report